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“Our success in Egypt is an excellent 
example of the best in public-private 
partnerships and an Arab-American 
partnership. I am hopeful that the 
enterprise fund model will witness 
future expansion to other countries.”

chairman’s 
NOtE

Dear Stakeholders 
of the Egyptian-American Enterprise Fund,

It is with pleasure that I present to you our 2018 
Annual Report covering the events that unfolded 
throughout the year and our outlook for Egypt 
and the EAEF. 

On the macro front, Egypt is beginning to reap 
the benefits of the economic reform program. 
The implementation of strong policies along 
with the gradual restoration of confidence and 
stability are starting to yield positive results. 
Egypt’s FY2017/18 GDP grew 5.2% compared to 
a growth rate of 4.7% the previous year. Annual 
headline inflation dropped to 12.0% in Decem-
ber, down from 15.7% the previous month and 
currently falls within the Central Bank of Egypt 
(CBE) inflation target range of 13% +/-3%. Hard 
currency reserves reached USD 42.55 billion com-
pared to USD 37.0 billion a year before. The CBE 
terminated its repatriation mechanism for fresh 
foreign currency portfolio investments entering 
the local currency T-bills and T-bonds market, 
indicating a phasing out of intervention in the 
FX market and increasing transparency. Moody’s 
Investors Service upgraded its outlook for Egypt 
from stable to positive, reflecting the continuing 
structural improvements in the fiscal and current 
account balances.

In her statement on Egypt in February, IMF Man-
aging Director Christine Lagarde, commented 
that Egypt’s reforms have led to the current mac-
roeconomic stabilization in the country. Earlier 
that month, the IMF board signed off on the fifth 
USD 2.0 billion tranche of the Extended Fund Fa-
cility, bringing the total disbursement under the 
program to-date to USD 10.0 billion.

The EAEF is executing its mission of promoting 
financial inclusion, creating jobs and developing 
the private sector in Egypt. We continue to invest 
in growing businesses with proven solutions 
while simultaneously supporting new innovative 
models. In this regard, I am pleased to report that 
we closed our latest investment in November 
2018, increasing our portfolio to 8 companies. 
EAEF invested USD 3.0 million in Dawi Clinics, a 

women-led chain of medical clinics. This strate-
gic step supports the growth of Egypt’s healthcare 
sector and promotes women empowerment in 
Egypt, especially women entrepreneurs looking 
to make a difference in the community.

I am also pleased to report that we sold approxi-
mately 40% of our position in the consumer fi-
nance provider, Sarwa Capital, in an initial public 
offering valuing the company at three times our 
original investment. We continue to own 44% 
of Sarwa. Since EAEF’s investment in 2015, the 
company grew significantly, providing access to 
finance to thousands of Egyptians and creating 
hundreds of jobs.

Our portfolio companies are witnessing signifi-
cant growth. Following our investment in 2017, 
Orchidia Pharmaceutical Industries acquired a 
new production line to expand its current prod-
uct offering and provide affordable high-quality 
alternatives to previously imported pharma prod-
ucts. Similarly, Fawry is expanding the range of its 
products and services and has recently acquired 
final approval for an insurance brokerage license.

Throughout the past year, TCV, Algebra Ventures 
and Flat6Labs have helped us address funding 
market gaps in Egypt. These funds identify and 
support high-potential businesses in underserved 
markets in an array of sectors including fintech, 
agribusiness, education and transportation 
among others. At year-end 2018, the aggregate 
number of small and early-stage businesses that 
we are supporting through these funds was 37.

We are examining best practices in measuring 
the impact of our investments—a task easier said 
than done. A number of organizations are active 
in this area, and we will report on the progress as 
we gather data from our investees.

Our key relationship with Lorax Capital Partners 
(LCP) has been instrumental in enabling us to 
identify growing businesses in Egypt and to fulfill 
our development objectives. We are excited about 

our pipeline and optimistic that EAEF will close a 
number of transactions this year. In the very near 
future, we will make our first investment in edu-
cation and our first investment in agriculture. We 
continue to focus on sectors of high development 
priority concurrent with our work on long-term 
inclusive growth.

I am very proud to report that for the five years 
since inception, we estimate that the rate of re-
turn for EAEF has exceeded 20% per annum.

I would like to express a word of thanks to our 
Board of Directors for their level of engagement 
and continued support. I am pleased to announce 
that Mohamed El Beih, Senior Managing Director 
at The Blackstone Group, joined the Board. He 
replaces our long-term director Dr. Hani Sarie El 
Din who was very helpful to the fund since the 
early years. We will always be grateful for his sup-
port and advice during those challenging times. 
We wish him well in his future endeavors.

I take this opportunity to express a few personal 
observations. Our success in Egypt is largely due 
to the talented Egyptians working with us in Cairo, 
our staff in New York and our board of directors. 
It is an excellent example of the best in public-
private partnerships and an Arab-American part-
nership. I am hopeful that the US government will 
expand the enterprise fund model to many other 
countries and that someday other countries will 
initiate their own enterprise programs.

Finally, the private sector impact funds are in-
creasingly recognizing that enterprise funds are 
in fact the ultimate impact investment. In the 
future, I expect that private sector impact funds 
will join with the US government or with other 
countries to significantly increase funding and 
technological support for the developing and 
frontier world.

Sincerely,
James A. Harmon, Chairman
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overview 
OF EAEF

Our Mandate
The Egyptian-American Enterprise Fund (EAEF) 
was established in 2013 with a commitment by 
the US Government to invest up to USD 300 mil-
lion in the private sector of Egypt. EAEF’s goal 
is to support Egypt’s long-term sustainable eco-
nomic growth and development by creating jobs, 
promoting financial inclusion and strengthening 
the country’s private sector. Over the past five 
years, we have identified a number of companies 
with compelling value propositions and innova-
tive products that address significant market 
needs and achieve our development objectives. 

Our value-add goes beyond injecting capital; we 
are long-term partners to our portfolio compa-
nies. We provide management teams with inter-
national best practices, industry knowledge and 
expertise and access to a large network of global 
investors. As of December 2018, the EAEF invest-
ed more than USD 113 million in five companies, 
in industries such as healthcare and financial 
services and inclusion. 

We have also identified funding gaps and chan-
neled investment activities towards local funds 

with a focus on different market segments rang-
ing from incubation to mid-market investing and 
venture capital. Seeding first-time fund managers 
has proven to be a successful model for amplifying 
our impact and directly aligns with our commit-
ment to increase access to finance for Egyptian 
fund managers. To date, we have invested more 
than USD 20 million in three different funds, 
which in-turn have invested in more than 40 busi-
nesses across a wide industry spectrum, bringing 
our total investments to USD 133 million.  

A key pillar to our mission is to demonstrate 
Egypt’s growth potential as an investment 
destination to the international investment 
community. A core component of our work lies 
in showcasing Egypt’s talent and promising eco-
nomic progress to potential investors and acting 
as a catalyst for attracting diversified sources of 
investment capital. To date, the EAEF has suc-
cessfully helped to attract c. USD 204 million in 
foreign direct investment across its portfolio. 
Our ability to lead by example goes a long way in 
highlighting the potential of Egyptian companies 
and the attractive returns they can generate.

What is an enterprise fund?
Enterprise funds are a form of development 
assistance funded by the US government to 
facilitate sustainable and inclusive economic 
growth through investment. They seek to 
provide technical support to various business 
sectors based on the host country’s individual 
development needs. Enterprise funds are 
established as private independent entities 
managed by a board of directors consisting of 
expert private sector professionals.

The enterprise fund model was first intro-
duced by the US government to provide 
assistance to former Soviet countries in their 
transition to market-based economies. Fol-
lowing the events of the Arab Spring in 2011, 
the US government renewed its interest in the 
enterprise fund model by creating new funds 
in Egypt and Tunisia to provide development 
assistance to countries experiencing eco-
nomic and political transitions. 

300 

USD
mn

8-5-3 

133 

USD
mn +2200 

+40 +20  9

for investments in Egypt 
announced by the US Government 

eight portfolio investments in five 
major companies and three local funds

in total investments as of 
December 2018

jobs created as of December 2018 as a 
result of the EAEF’s investment activities

small and early-stage businesses 
supported through local funds

annual rate of return for EAEF board members with private sector 
experience

Overv iew of EaEF

Impact Investing
With a dual mandate to generate financial returns and 
promote Egypt’s economic development, we believe that 
EAEF is an impact investor at its core. It is therefore at 
the center of our mission to work closely with our fund 
managers and portfolio companies to develop an impact-
driven investment approach in which social impact and 
financial returns are fully aligned. This dual bottom-line 
has allowed us—in partnership with our portfolio com-
panies—to directly impact consumers, as well as initiate 
market-level impact that drives change and improves the 
quality of life for the Egyptian people.

Driven by our commitment to become a leading impact 
investor, we are devising a comprehensive framework 
to measure the impact of our investments, and we look 
forward to soon presenting an impact report on our 
work in Egypt.  

As we strengthen our impact measurement and manage-
ment process, we are working with industry leaders to 
become involved in initiatives that promote impact in-
vesting best practices. This will not only help EAEF better 
capture the impact of its investments, but also strengthen  
our efforts to attract private capital into Egypt. 
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history and 
MIlEstONEs

Since our first investment in Fawry in 2015, the 
EAEF has continued to invest in entities that have 
positively impacted the growth of the Egyptian 
economy by directly investing USD 133 million 
and attracting USD 204 million in additional FDI 
to the market. Both directly and indirectly through 
our funds, we support companies in a diverse 
range of sectors including healthcare, fintech, 

James A. Harmon is appointed 
Chairman of the EAEF.

Us Congress authorizes the EAEF as 
a private corporation and seeds it 
with up to UsD 300 million. the EAEF 
Grant Agreement is signed. the EAEF acquires a majority stake in the 

leading consumer finance company, sarwa 
Capital.

the EAEF invests UsD 10 million in tCV, a 
first-time private equity firm that invests in 
and adds value to Egyptian companies in a 
diverse array of sectors.

the EAEF makes its first investment in an 
early-stage company by investing UsD 
1.2 million in a tech-healthcare startup, 
smartCare.

the EAEF reaches financial close on its 
UsD 10 million investment to seed Algebra 
Ventures, a fund supporting the launch of 
Egyptian tech startups.

the EAEF invests in Orchidia, a leading 
Egyptian manufacturer of ophthalmic 
medicine.

the EAEF invests in Dawi Clinics, a female-led 
chain of clinics providing comprehensive 
medical services.

the EAEF’s Board of Directors selects 
lorax Capital Partners as its primary 
investment advisor and asset 
manager in Egypt.

the EAEF leads a consortium of international 
investors to finance the exit of Fawry for 
UsD 100 million, including a UsD 20 million 
investment by the EAEF. this is the first and 
largest exit of a fintech company in Egypt.

the EAEF invests UsD 0.6 million in a 
partnership to establish regional startup 
accelerator Flat6labs’ Cairo Fund. 

June 

2015 July 

2015
August  

2017

March 

2013
November 

2015 March  

2017

May  

2016 September  

2016
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2017

November  

2018

May

2012

education and food processing. These compa-
nies have achieved wide-reaching social impact 
through granting more than 24 million people 
access to financial services, empowering women 
in business and developing local industries. The 
innovation and impact of our companies attest 
to both the talent of local entrepreneurs and the 
resilience of Egypt’s economy. 

Overv iew of EaEF
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egypt macro 
DEVElOPMENts1

Supported by a USD 12 billion support package from 
the IMF, Egypt’s home-grown economic reforms 
kick-started in late 2016 continued to bear fruit in 
2018 with accelerating GDP growth, a gradually sta-
bilizing fiscal position and an overall improvement 
in investment climate. Key performance indicators 
for the year propelled a similar upward trajectory as 
in 2017 albeit with cooling inflation, declining un-
employment and lower interest rates. More impor-
tantly, investor confidence is on the rise thanks to 
the government’s continued commitment to reform 
and underlined by Egypt’s resilient and fast-growing 
consumer base. 

Macroeconomic Strength
GDP growth for the fiscal year ending June 2018 
recorded a strong 5.3% compared to 4.2% in the pre-
vious year, while the unemployment rate declined 
from 12% to 9.9% during the same period. Growth 
was driven by increased government spending on 
infrastructure projects, which generated employ-
ment opportunities, along with an acceleration 
in manufacturing, trade, tourism, construction 
and a recovery in the mining sector. Large-scale, 
government-driven projects including investment 
in power generation, transport infrastructure, logis-
tical services and the New Administrative Capital 
are laying the foundation for accelerated private 
sector-led growth and investments. Egypt also wit-
nessed increased capital markets activity, with USD 
315 million raised in initial public offerings during 
the year, including USD 121 million in the IPO of 
EAEF portfolio company Sarwa Capital. 
 
Early 2018 also marked the return to positive real 
interest rates for the first time in almost two years 

supported by declining inflation, which recorded 
12.0% in December 2018 compared to a record high 
of 33% in July 2017. Increased price stability has 
allowed the CBE to begin monetary easing, cutting 
the benchmark lending and deposit rates by 200 bps 
in 2018, followed by a cut of 100 bps in early 2019. 
Investors welcomed the cuts as the first step toward 
bringing down cost of debt. It is expected that with 
inflation continuing to recede in line with targets 
for 2019, the CBE will lower rates further during the 
second half of 2019. 

Increased Fiscal Stability
The Egyptian government achieved a primary 
budget surplus of 0.2% in FY2017/18, the first in 
15 years thanks to fiscal consolidation and aus-
terity measures. Meanwhile, the country’s total 
budget deficit, which factors in interest payments 
on government debt, declined to 9.8% compared 
to 10.9% in the previous fiscal year. The narrow-
ing deficit came on the back of steep fuel and 
electricity subsidy cuts during the fiscal year, a 
contained wages bill and stronger tax revenues 
supported by the rollout of the Value-Added Tax 
introduced in 2016. Egypt’s gross domestic debt 
stood at 92.5% of GDP in the 2017/18 fiscal year 
compared to the 103% in the previous year. The 
government has put in place a debt control strat-
egy that aims to reduce public debt to 72–75% 
of GDP by 2021/22, while increasingly relying on 
long-term and diversified financing to alleviate 
the burden of repayment and debt service.  

Egypt’s balance of payments also delivered improve-
ments in FY2017/18, with the current account defi-
cit narrowing to 2.8% of GDP in FY2017/18, down 

from 6.1% in the previous year. This came thanks 
to rising exports, both oil and non-oil, a pickup in 
tourism revenues and strong remittances, which 
together more than offset increases in imports. The 
liberalization of the exchange rate and attractive 
yields and carry trade compared to global peers 
continued to attract portfolio inflows even amidst 
the emerging market selloff that characterized 
much of 2018. Egypt recorded USD 12 billion in net 
portfolio inflows, which helped shore the Central 
Bank’s foreign currency reserves to c. USD 44 bil-
lion, their highest recorded levels. 

Improved Investment and 
Legislative Climate
Following a period of reform that targeted key 
economic levers including the exchange rate 
regime and fiscal consolidation, 2018 was more 
focused on legislative reforms and building a 
healthier investment climate. In January 2018, the 
Egyptian parliament passed a new bankruptcy 
law, which effectively decriminalized bankruptcy 
by abolishing prison sentences and introducing 
new mechanisms to arbitrate and settle commer-
cial disputes. The legislation is considered a key 
stimulant for small and medium enterprises, as 
well as youth-driven startups. 

In August 2018, a new Leasing and Factoring Act 
was passed that sets up a regulatory framework 
and significantly supports access to finance 
for small businesses, a key pillar of the EAEF’s 
mandate. SMEs will also find support from the 
Financial Regulatory Authority’s launch of a 
movable collateral asset registry, which will 
allow the sector to use as collateral machines, 

Continued reform-driven economic recovery with increased 
fiscal stability and strong growth forecasts

1 Sources: European Bank for Reconstruction and Development: Transition Report 2018-19, Central Bank of Egypt and the Egyptian 
Ministry of Finance.

patents and engineering designs, in turn expand-
ing financial inclusion.  Finally, amendments to 
the existing Accounting Act made it mandatory 
for all government transactions to be electronic, 
lending significant support to the transition to 
a cashless society, which would also promote 
stronger financial inclusion.

2018 in review
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KEy lEGIslAtIVE HIGHlIGHts

New bankruptcy law effectively 
decriminalized bankruptcy by abolishing 
prison sentences

Movable collateral asset registry

Leasing and Factoring Act sets up 
a regulatory framework

Accounting Act accelerates transformation 
into digital economy by making all 
government payments electronic

Egypt GDP Growth

Egypt Annual Inflation vs. Interest Rates

Egypt Fiscal Balance

Net FDI (UsD bn) CBE Foreign Currency Reserves (UsD bn)

2014/15

2014/15

2014/15

2015/16

2015/16

2015/16

2016/17

2016/17

2016/17

2017/18

2017/18

2018/19

2018/19

2017/18 2018/19e

GDP (EGP bn)

GDP Growth Rate

 Annual Inflation

 CBE Lending Rates

 Current Account Deficit (USD bn)

 Budget Deficit (% of GDP)

1,826

3.1%

2,512

3.6%

1,905

2.3%

2,643
2,781

5.2%
5.6%

11.4%

12.2

9.75%

11.5%

6.2

13.9%

19.8

12.75%

12.5%

6.8

29.8%

15.6

14.4%

6.0

9.4%

8.2

19.75%

9.8%

16.75%

8.2%

5.9

17.75%

10.9%

7.7 7.7
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20.1
17.5

44.4

31.3

44.3

2018 in review
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portfolio  
INVEstMENts

2018 in review

In 2018, the EAEF continued to deliver on its strategic priorities of 
empowering young entrepreneurs with innovative ideas that contribute 
to the country’s economic development and have a high social impact

Over the course of 2018, our portfolio companies 
have achieved a number of milestones.

2018 saw the EAEF make its first exit, selling 40% 
of its position in Sarwa Capital through an initial 
public offering. The IPO valued the company at a sig-
nificant premium to the EAEF’s initial investment. 
The EAEF continues to own 44% of Sarwa, which 
has grown to become a market leader in structured 
and consumer finance, catering to thousands of 
Egyptians and creating hundreds of jobs.

Throughout 2018, Sarwa successfully grew its 
financing revenue by 48% to EGP 1.4 billion and its 
net income by 51% to EGP 283 million.

In November 2018, the EAEF made a USD 3 million 
in Dawi Clinics, a chain of outpatient clinics that 
aims to introduce a new standard of healthcare 
services to the market. Dawi marked EAEF’s first 
investment in a female-led startup and is a stra-
tegic step in EAEF’s vision to support the growth 
of Egypt’s healthcare sector and empower female 
entrepreneurs in Egypt. 

Dawi focuses on enhancing patient experience as a 
key differentiator in the market through investment 
in continuous training for physicians and devel-
oping standardized clinical guidelines modelled 
after international best practice. Dawi promises its 
patients high-quality service, ease of scheduling, 
minimal waiting time, affordable pricing, electronic 
health records, personal reminders and follow ups.

Sarwa Capital IPO

2018 Highlights

Portfolio Companies

Investment in Dawi Clinics 

TCV 

SmartCare 

Algebra Ventures 

Flat6Labs 

Fawry

tCV acquired microfinance 
company tamweel Group, 
expanding its portfolio to three 
companies

launched the sehaty Card, 
expanding its client base and 
network of healthcare providers

Expanded its portfolio from 4 to 
11 startups

Graduated 3 cycles featuring 25 
companies in 2018

Acquired a stake in Waffarha, a 
platform that offers customers 
discount offers and vouchers 

launched ‘Fawry FMCG’, an 
electronic payment platform, 
digitally linking merchants to 
consumer goods companies
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Throughout 2018, the EAEF’s management team 
and investment committee have actively screened 
several investment opportunities that laid the 
ground work for an active year ahead. Our efforts 
and due diligence focused on high-growth and 
impactful sectors that have a high transformative 
capacity for the Egyptian economy. 

In particular, the EAEF values sectors with the ca-
pacity to promote sustainable and inclusive growth 
across multiple sectors in the Egyptian economy. 
Of priority to the EAEF have been the sectors of 

future 
opportunities

Egypt’s economic performance is expected to 
continue on the same upward trajectory, with key 
indicators for the second quarter of the fiscal year 
2018/19 showing continued improvement. GDP 
growth as of December 2018 stood at 5.3%, while 
the primary budget surplus recorded 0.4% and the 
total budget deficit declined to 3.6% compared to 
4.2% in the same period last year. Meanwhile, of-
ficials recognize that current debt levels are not 
sustainable and are committed to a debt control 
strategy that looks to diversify sources of funding 
and limit dependence on treasury bills. Interest 
rates are also expected to decline as the CBE 
pushes forward with its monetary easing policy 
as inflation continues to recede. 

While Egypt has delivered significant progress 
on the macroeconomic level, it is yet to attract 
the level of real investment that would translate 
macro successes into sustainable, job-creating 
growth. Egypt needs to generate some 750 thou-
sand jobs per year which can only be achieved 
through significant foreign direct investment 

and inclusive, private sector-led growth. The 
government’s IPO program and the sale of well-
performing and profitable state assets will boost 
investor confidence and drive FDI, while lending 
additional support to capital markets. Most im-
portantly, the government’s continued commit-
ment to reforms and legislative improvements to 
the business climate are considered the key levers 
for growth going forward.

The EAEF remains optimistic for Egypt’s economic 
prospects and is an avid believer in the country’s 
long-term economic fundamentals. We continued 
to invest in Egypt even at the height of economic 
crisis and view the current turnaround as the 
opportune moment to accelerate delivery on our 
investment strategy. At a time when Egypt is bank-
ing on increased investments to promote long-
term sustainable growth, our role as a catalyst for 
attracting foreign direct investment is crucial. We 
remain true to our mission and push forward with 
our investment strategy as a facilitator for growth, 
job creation and private sector development. 

outlook

education and agriculture, which are key drivers of 
economic and private sector growth.

In 2019, the EAEF completed the acquisition of  a 
significant minority stake in Dr. Nermien Ismail 
Language Schools, one of Egypt's largest blended 
learning private school groups. The EAEF also 
acquired a majority stake in Misr Hytech, a 
leading breeder and producer of proprietary ag-
ricultural seeds in Egypt, in line with its strategy 
to invest in sectors with a high transformative 
capacity on the Egyptian economy. 



overview
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dawi clinics orchidia 

Orchidia is the leading generic ophthalmic medicine 
manufacturer in Egypt. Following the devaluation of 
the Egyptian pound in 2016, importing pharmaceuti-
cal products has become increasingly cost prohibitive 
and challenging. As a local producer of international-
standard medication, Orchidia seeks to meet the 
population’s immediate needs while promoting self-
sufficiency in the manufacturing of local pharmaceuti-
cals in the long term. It is currently one of the country’s 
fastest growing pharmaceutical companies, and is 
continuously expanding its product range, as well as 
its export markets. 

Orchidia’s current portfolio includes 38 high-quality 
ophthalmic drugs, as well as three medical devices in 
addition to a dense pipeline of 60 drugs. It exports its 
products to 25 countries, primarily in the Middle East 
and Africa, and is working on obtaining product regis-
tration in other countries. Orchidia has also acquired 

a new production line to expand its current product 
offering. It seeks to launch a range of ophthalmic prod-
ucts including eye drops, contact lenses solution and 
preservative-free products. 

Under its corporate citizenship agenda, Orchidia is 
the primary sponsor of the Einak feh Eneina (We Take 
Care of Your Eyes) initiative, which seeks to eradicate 
treatable blindness/partial blindness in Egypt by 2020. 
The campaign deployed 51 medical conveys in 217 cit-
ies across 14 governorates. 

A key achievement for EAEF during 2018 was 
our investment in Dawi Clinics. It marks our first 
investment in a women-led business and our 
second investment in the healthcare sector. Dawi 
aims to disrupt the fragmented healthcare sector 
by introducing a chain of primary care clinics to 
the Egyptian market. It is offering a new standard 
in outpatient care with a focus on enhancing the 
patient experience through affordable prices, 
ease of scheduling, electronic health records, 
personal reminders and follow-ups. It targets 
middle-income families across Egypt. As of De-
cember 2018, Dawi operates five branches across 
Cairo, offering internal medicine, pediatric and 
dental services, as well as diagnostic support. 

Our partnership with Dawi serves to achieve 
EAEF’s mission in Egypt. By investing in the 
healthcare sector, in response to high and grow-
ing demand for quality services in Egypt through 
a disruptive approach, we hope to work towards 
improving the quality of life of people in Egypt. 
Additionally, supporting women entrepreneurs 
in Egypt and facilitating their access to financing 
is our priority as we aim to foster a more inclusive 
and diverse entrepreneurial ecosystem in Egypt. 3 

USD
mn

1 

USD
Bn

26 

+38 

2017 

5 10,000 2 

invested by EAEF in 2018 countries where products are 
distributed including Egypt

products marketed and 
distributed across Egypt

EAEF acquires significant minority 
stake

clinics operating as of 
December 2018

committed to Einak feh Eneina program 
by the government’s Tahya Misr fund

vision patients per month receive free 
assistance through the Einak feh Eneina 
program

female entrepreneur 
Co-founders

Our investments
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sarwa 
capital 

Sarwa Capital is the largest independent consumer fi-
nance provider in Egypt. Since its establishment, Sarwa 
has sought to become an innovator in the Egyptian 
market, introducing a number of diverse consumer and 
structured finance products. Sarwa offers wide-reach-
ing, high-quality services through multiple subsidiaries, 
affiliates and partners. It is a pioneer in the consumer 
finance space in Egypt and has created a significant 
market-level impact.

Sarwa offers financing solutions spanning a variety of 
areas, including new and used cars, home furnishings 

and consumer goods. It was the first company in Egypt 
to offer full point-of-sale-based loan acquisitions and 
closing capabilities, as well as a direct-to-retail car 
insurance products and white-labeled financial prod-
ucts to the Egyptian market. In addition, Sarwa offers 
leasing and corporate financing services including 
securitization, structured debt and debt investment 
management.

In 2018, Sarwa Capital listed on the EGX in an IPO valu-
ing the company at a significant premium to the EAEF’s 
original investment, marking our first partial exit. The 
company will use the proceeds from the IPO to expand 
its product offering with a particular focus on the insur-
ance sector.  

Sarwa closed a total of EGP 2.03 billion in securitization 
bonds, the largest in the market, in the first half of 2018 
followed by an EGP 1.75 billion securitization issuance 
later in the year. 

Throughout the year, Sarwa continued to grow its 
consumer credit arm, with the total number and 
value of transactions increasing by 90% and 73% from 
the previous year, respectively. In addition, auto credit 
witnessed growth of 17%, while mortgages increased 
by more than 200%. This growth is driven primarily by 
the launch of products targeting the low- and middle-
income segments. Also among these products were 
low-income housing loans, with 1,846 disbursed in 
2018, along with a 38% increase in leasing volumes from 
the previous year.

fawry 

Fawry is Egypt’s largest electronic payment platform, 
serving more than 20 million people and facilitating 
2.1 million transactions every day. Fawry’s services 
feature multiple platforms including e-commerce, 
mobile wallets and agent banking. Along with fa-
cilitating standard bill payments through its 105,000 
service points across all governorates, Fawry offers 
more than 250 e-payment services including car 
license renewals, payments to insurance companies 
and air travel among others.

Fawry seeks to create a platform of complementary 
services for its payment solutions, offering its cus-
tomers a comprehensive suite of services. In 2018, 
Fawry acquired an interest in Waffarha, a platform 
that offers customers discount offers and vouchers 
with the aim of providing customers with end-to-
end solutions through electronic loyalty programs 
to promote financial inclusion. Fawry’s investment 
in Waffarha marks its third investment following 
Bosta and Tazkara. 

In addition, Fawry established ‘Fawry FMCG’, an 
electronic payment platform, which will create a 
non-cash digital society for merchants and con-
sumer goods companies. The Fawry FMCG platform 
enables e-payments through cash, credit card and 
electronic bank portfolios, as well as other services 
that help merchants and consumer goods compa-
nies increase their sales. It currently serves 96,000 

1,500 

2015 

21 

105 K 

12 

points of sale

EAEF acquires majority stake

securitization bonds offered with 
an A to AA+ ratings

Egyptians using Fawry services

service points

invested by the EAEF in 2015 transactions per day

in collections during 2018

branches

Fawry merchants, as well as hundreds of consumer 
goods companies.

Our investment in Fawry echoes our commitment 
to supporting financial inclusion among Egypt’s 
large unbanked population. Financial inclusion is a 
critical tool in reducing poverty and bringing a large 
number of people into the formal economy. We be-
lieve that Fawry is a key driver in achieving this and 
transforming Egypt into a cashless economy.
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flat6labs

Flat6Labs is a regional startup accelerator, which 
seeks to invest in bright and passionate entrepreneurs 
with ground-breaking ideas. Startup accelerators and 
incubators in emerging markets are coming into 
increased importance. With young, resourceful, in-
novative entrepreneurs feeling increasingly excluded 
from traditional financing frameworks, endeavors 
like Flat6Labs provides them with the necessary 
channels for financial growth and success. 

Since EAEF’s investment in Flat6Labs, it has com-
pleted four cycles, three of which were completed 

in 2018, graduating a total of 25 companies, with 
nine receiving follow-on third-party funding. The 
25 startups created a total of 148 jobs, with 39% of 
the jobs going to female founders and employees. 
EAEF is committed to fostering Egypt’s entrepre-
neurial talent and creating a culture of innovation 
in problem-solving as demonstrated by our deci-
sion to invest in Flat6Labs. In addition, by provid-
ing mentorship training, access to capital and 
other forms of support to innovative individuals, 
we are able to promote the transfer of knowledge 
throughout the Egyptian economy.

mentors in our network jobs created

companies graduated in 2018

equity seed funding for accelerator package

invested by EAEF in 2017

cycles graduated in 2018
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Flat6Labs 2018 Graduates

Arza2 – Marketplace
Chefaa – Health Tech
iSagha – E-commerce
Med Misr – Health Tech and Insurance
Mosawer – Media
Tombeely – Automotive aftermarket
Transpooler – Transportation
Wasel – Transportation
Weelo – Consumer Goods
7aweshly – Fintech
Esteshara – Health Tech
Scienup – R&D
Bekia – Waste Management 

The Meal Kit – FMCG
Engaz CRM – Real Estate 
Designira – Media & Design 
Sana3ly – Manufacturing
Brimore – E-commerce
Agrona – Manufacturing 
El Metr – Legal Tech
Interact – Hardware
Illa – Transportation & Logistics
Instadiet – Health Tech
Tyro – Education Tech
Untap – SaaS
Vrapeutic – Health Tech 
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tcv

TCV is a first-time private equity firm that seeks 
to transform successful mid-cap Egyptian compa-
nies into scalable institutions through providing 
high-potential companies with the financial and 
operational support they need to grow. TCV invests 
in a number of sectors critical to the development 
of the Egyptian economy, including agri-processing, 
specialized healthcare, financial services, renewable 
energy and FMCGs to promote import-substitution 
and exports. TCV investees receive support targeted 
at strengthening their management, enhancing 
productivity and promoting strong and ethical cor-
porate governance with the aim of attracting new 
sources of investment capital and building their 
operations in the long term.

EAEF, in partnership with regional financial services 
corporation, EFG Hermes, seeded TCV in March 2017, 
providing continued support for its fundraising efforts 
for a second fund. By investing in TCV, EAEF hopes to 
empower domestic fund managers in identifying and 
growing SMEs in need of private capital. With EAEF 
as its cornerstone investor, TCV was able to deploy 
capital into the underserved SME market in Egypt, 
promoting growth and employment opportunities. In 
addition, EAEF works to connect TCV and other fund 
investments with new international sources of capital. 

In 2018, a TCV-led consortium, including Acquire for 
Investment and Beltone Private Equity subsidiary, 

Ebtikar for Financial Investment, entered into an 
agreement to acquire the Tamweel Group. Tamweel 
Group is made up of four companies operating in 
mortgage finance, factoring, leasing, collection and 
insurance brokerage. 

The investment in Tamweel Group is in line with 
the EAEF’s mission of enhancing financial inclu-
sion in Egypt and facilitating access to financial 
services for SMEs.  

USD 3.5 million invested in MIFAD 
MIFAD is a pioneering food additives production 
company specializing in the manufacture of food 
colors, stabilizers and blends. MIFAD has an in-
house R&D department that seeks to create new 
and innovative products.

MIFAD is well on its way to becoming an integrated 
solutions provider to the food and beverages sec-
tor with a new facility featuring production lines 
that will allow the company to expand its revenue 
streams. The new production facility, financed by 
EAEF’s investment, features state-of-the-art food 
safety and quality systems, as well as new produc-
tion machinery. The funds were also used to en-
hance the company’s overall working capital posi-
tion, which in addition to supporting the growth of 
its new product lines, also sought to expand bank 
financing facilities. 

USD 2.5 million invested in Plantform 
Plantform is a food processing company producing 
canned food, pickles and dehydrated vegetables. 
Operating mainly out of Upper Egypt, Plantform 
leverages its fully integrated supply chain to source 
high-quality raw materials for its processing and 
commercial activities. In addition to implement-
ing an organic growth strategy, Plantform aims to 
become a leading manufacturer and distributor of 
private-label packaged foods and products in re-
gional and international markets, as well as a leading 
provider of solutions for custom brands. Plantform 
seeks to leverage Egypt’s agricultural advantages 
by offering a product mix that is differentiated and 
high in quality at competitive prices. By selecting this 
targeted product portfolio in high demand in North 
America, Plantform has been able to build its client 
base through the acquisition of new clients in 2018. 

Following TCV’s investment, Plantform has 
invested in a significantly larger production 
facility in order to manage its resources more 
efficiently, opening up doors for the company to 
explore future strategic expansion opportunities. 
Plantform’s success hinges on the strength of its 
workforce, which is made up of 200 people. As 
a proponent of gender neutrality, it ensures that 
women in Upper Egypt maintain a balanced rep-
resentation within its workforce.

committed by the EAEF in 2017 ticket sizetotal funds under management investments made by TCV as of 
2018
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algebra 
ventures 
Managed by a team of experienced venture capital-
ists, Algebra Ventures provides Series A and Series 
B funding to Egyptian startups with the aim of 
empowering tech-enabled platforms to achieve 
scalability, accessibility and increased inclusion. In 
addition to funding, Algebra Ventures assists with 
strategy formulation, operations and connects 
startups with industry partners, as well as regional 
and international investors.  

In 2016, EAEF collaborated with global investors 
including the IFC, Cisco and the European Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development to seed 

Algebra Ventures, committing USD 10 million in 
seed funding. We continue to support the growth 
of Algebra Ventures by maintaining an active seat 
on their advisory board and facilitating knowledge 
transfers from the US’s entrepreneurial ecosystem. 
Through our partnership with Algebra Ventures, 
we are addressing the issues startups face in Egypt 
when it comes to liquidity in funding. 

As of December 2018, Algebra Ventures has in-
vested in 11 startups. Currently, its LPs include 
EAEF, IFC, EBRD, Cisco, Al Olayan Group and Al 
Turki Group. 

committed by the EAEF in 2016 investments as of 2018

11 10 

USD
mn

Algebra Ventures’ Investments

Halan 
is a ride-hailing app for motorcycles and 
tuktuks
Elmenus 
 is a food discovery and ordering platform
Filkhedma  
provides customers with a marketplace for 
home maintenance services
Little Thinking Minds  
is an edutech company in Jordan
Orcas  
is an online tutoring marketplace
Goodsmart 
is an online grocery shopping and delivery 
platform

POS Rocket  
offers cloud-based POS solutions
Eventus  
is an events mobile service
La Reina  
is an online fashion rental service
YALLO  
provides telecom as a service 
technology
iCommunity  
offers neighborhood interaction 
and management solution
travel agency

Our investments
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smartcare 
MEDICAl sERVICEs 

SmartCare is a startup that seeks to make health-
care services accessible and affordable to Egyptians 
through personalized, cost effective and data-driven 
technology. The company commercializes access 
to healthcare systems through the use of intelligent 
information and advocating for preferential insur-
ance policies. Its app, SEHATY, connects patients 
with healthcare providers including private clinics, 
diagnostic labs, hospitals and pharmacies. In addi-
tion, a 24/7 hotline is available to offer consultations 
and provides discount codes to be redeemed at 
providers’ offices. 

In 2018, the company launched the SEHATY card 
program which provides citizens with discounts 
of up to 65% at its network of healthcare provid-
ers. SmartCare partnered with Careem, a regional 
ride-hailing app, to provide SEHATY cards for its 
drivers. It also partnered with Etisalat, a leading 
telecom operator in the MENA region, to distribute 
SEHATY cards to their prepaid line customers. Since 
its launch, SmartCare has sold 30,000 cards serving 
75,000 members. Throughout the year, the company 

has also managed to lower customer acquisition 
costs and boost conversion rates month over month. 
This was made possible thanks to corporate part-
nerships which had the dual impact of enhancing 
the firm’s brand equity and increasing revenues.

Throughout the year, SmartCare was key to the  
growth of Egypt's healthcare tech ecosystem. The 
company organized and participated in the first 
healthcare Hackathon in Egypt in collaboration 
with Health 2.0. On the international level, Smart-
Care joined the Philips-Ashoka Globalizer Program, 
a multi-year collaboration with the goal of bringing 
leaders from Royal Philips and leading social entre-
preneurs together in order to explore collaborations 
that will make quality healthcare more accessible in 
disadvantaged communities. SmartCare also par-
ticipated in Falak Startups’ incubator where it gave 
workshops and took part in the Africa 2018 Summit 
as one of Egypt’s leading startups. In addition, it was 
featured in the Arab World Social Innovation Forum 
as a model for businesses with sustainable impact in 
the healthcare sector.

public hospitals included in 
SmartCare’s network

investment by the EAEF in 2016 corporate clients

healthcare providers covered in 
SmartCare’s network
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“Our Board of Directors 
are committed to the 

EAEF's mission, their roles 
in managing the fund 

and adding value to our 
investments.”

our
pEOplE
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board of 
DIRECtORs

The EAEF’s independent Board of Directors pro-
vides the guidance and stewardship necessary 
for the fund to deliver on its mandate. The board 
consists of Egyptians, Egyptian-Americans and US 
citizens that bring a wide range of private sector 
experience to the table. The EAEF strives to comply 
with the highest governance and ethical standards. 
It’s the Board’s duty to ensure that such standards 

Hythem T. El-Nazer,  
Vice Chairman
Hythem T. El-Nazer is Managing Director of TA Associates, a global private equity firm with 
USD 24 billion of investment capital. He has over four decades of investment experience.

James A. Harmon,  
Chairman
James Harmon is the Founder and Chairman of the Caravel Fund, an emerging and frontier 
markets fund. He served as Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer of the Export-
Import Bank of the United States (Ex-Im Bank) from 1997–2001. James was appointed as EAEF 
Chairman in 2012 to establish the EAEF. Bringing extensive investment and emerging markets 
experience, he nominated the board and selected the management team, establishing the EAEF 
as a reputable player in the Egyptian market today. In 2004, James was elected Chairman of the 
Board of the World Resources Institute, a global policy and research institution. Prior to working 
at the Ex-Im Bank, James was Chairman and CEO of Schroder Wertheim & Co. investment bank.

are maintained in all of the fund’s investment 
decisions and operations and ensure compliance 
with US and Egyptian laws and all standards for 
enterprise funds set forth by USAID. Our mem-
bers regularly exhibit a deep-rooted commitment 
to the EAEF’s mission by going above and beyond 
their duties to manage the fund and add value to 
our investments.

Daniel Zelikow,  
Board Member
Daniel Zelikow is Global Head of JP Morgan’s Public Sector Group, the former Executive 
Vice President and Chief Operations Officer of the Inter-American Development Bank in 
Washington, DC and former Deputy Assistant Secretary of the US Treasury responsible for 
financial policy toward countries in the Americas, Asia and Africa.

Tarek Abdel-Meguid,  
Board Member
Tarek Abdel-Meguid is a Founding Partner and Head of Asset Management at Perella 
Weinberg Partners, where he oversees USD 3.5 billion of assets under management. He is 
the former Head of Worldwide Investment Banking at Morgan Stanley.

Our people

Nada Shousha,  
Vice Chairman
Nada Shousha is the former Country Manager for Egypt, Libya and Yemen at the IFC. Nada 
joined the IFC in 2002 as an Investment Officer in the Financial Markets Department, where 
she led transactions in areas such as mortgage finance, factoring and banking across the 
MENA Region.
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Haydee Celaya,  
Board Member
Haydee Celaya is a co-founder of Avanz Capital, where she is Chief Investment Officer. 
Previously, Haydee was Head of the IFC’s Private Equity and Investment Funds Group and 
Chairperson of the IFC Global Funds Investment Committee.

Mohamed El Beih,  
Board Member
Mohamed El Beih is a Senior Managing Director of The Blackstone Group, with a mandate 
covering institutional client coverage and managing BAAM’s sovereign relationships in the 
Middle East. He is also involved in building networks and deal sourcing for BAAM’s special 
situations group, in addition to BAAM’s business strategy and product development. Before 
joining Blackstone in 2007, Mohamed was an Investment Advisor at Morgan Stanley Inter-
national in the Private Wealth Management division in London, where he was responsible 
for Middle East client coverage and business development. Prior to joining Morgan Stanley, 
he worked at Goldman Sachs International in London, and spent five years as a Financial 
Advisor for Associated Securities Corp. in Los Angeles, California. El Beih is a Term Member 
of the Council on Foreign Relations. He also serves as a Board Member of ABANA, the U.S. 
organization for finance professionals and institutions with interest in the Middle East and 
North Africa. Mohamed received a BA in International Relations from the University of 
Southern California, where he graduated magna cum laude, and his MBA from the Stern 
School of Business at New York University.

Our people

Hala El-Mohandes,  
Board Member
Hala El-Mohandes is Deputy Vice President of the Structured and Project Finance Divi-
sion of the Export-Import Bank of the United States. 
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investment 
COMMIttEE
The EAEF’s Investment Committee is responsible for steering the 
fund’s investment decisions in accordance with the EAEF’s strategic 
objectives of delivering growth and promoting Egypt’s sustainable 
economic development. The committee consists of four board mem-
bers and the Chairman.

James A. Harmon
Chairman

Hythem El-Nazer
Vice Chairman

Daniel Zelikow
Board Member

Nada Shousha
Vice Chairman

Mohamed El Beih
Board Member

Our people
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our team

Nishan Seal,  
Senior Financial Controller
Nishan Seal joined EAEF as the Senior Financial Controller and has over 10 years of 
experience with hedge fund and private equity fund structures. Nishan was previously with 
PineBridge Investments where he was a Fund Controller. Prior to PineBridge Investments, 
Seal worked at JP Morgan’s Private Equity and Real Estate Fund Services business and also 
at SS&C Technologies. He received his BA degree with a major in Economics from Rutgers 
University and a MBA from New York University Leonard N. Stern School of Business with a 
focus on Accounting and Corporate Finance. 

Yasmine Ghobrial,  
Associate
Yasmine Ghobrial joined the EAEF in 2017. Prior to assuming her role as an Associate at 
the EAEF, Yasmine was Senior Investor Relations Specialist at Edita Food Industries, one of 
Egypt’s largest publicly listed snack food companies. Prior to her stint at Edita, Yasmine was 
Head of Business Development at Inktank Communications, a leading investor relations 
and financial communications agency based in Cairo, where she also assumed the role of 
Investor Relations Project Manager. Yasmine began her career as an Investment Analyst at 
First Equity Partners, a Cairo-based private equity outfit. She holds a Bachelor’s from the 
German University in Cairo with a double major in Economics and Strategic Management.

Amal Enan,  
Executive Director
Amal Enan joined the EAEF as the Fund’s first employee. She began her career at the 
International Finance Corporation as an Associate Investment Officer where she gained valuable 
infrastructure investment experience, and during which she was awarded her CFA charter. Amal 
later joined Egypt’s Ministry of Finance as an Economist at the Macro-Fiscal Policy Unit.
Amal holds a Bachelor of Science in Economics from Cairo University, a master’s degree in 
Environment and Development from the London School of Economics and completed her MBA 
at Harvard University.
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